
{p3} Found Object Video   

Challenge:

Produce one polished, high-quality, 60 second video in which you lead your viewer 
to FIND an OBJECT of your choosing through calculated changes. Create a set or 
shot that purposely misleads your viewer by camouflaging the chosen object. Start 
your video with the assumption that your viewer only knows/understands what you 
allow them to see. You can use any mix of the elements and principles of design to 
hide/mask/veil your object. Then, by making changes in perspective, angle, vantage 
point, lighting, etc., give more information to your viewer who will then be able to 
FIND (or see) your now-revealed hidden/camouflaged object. 


Parameters:

Your video must be EXACTLY 60 seconds in length

Shot in only ONE take

No editing or post-production effects (sound or visual)

You may use in-camera filters

No cuts in between shots

Camera movements such as panning (left and right), tilting (up and down), and/or 
Zooming (closer and further) ARE allowed

You may make a noise or create a noise (sound) 

No part of you or anyone else may be seen in the video

No language spoken or written may be used


Materials: 
This project requires access to a video recording device of some kind. You may use 
a cellphone, computer, laptop, iPhone, iPad, smart-phone, video camera or digital 
camera. You will also need a tripod, or another person to assist in filming {behind the 
scenes only}. You will also need your MacBook Pro in accordance of SHSU Art 
Department laptop initiative. You may want to employ puppetry, machines, or remote 
controls to effect your illusion or change. 

Objectives:

+ Create a visually interesting 60 second video.

+ Consider how you can create tension or anticipation within project parameters.

+ Explore both subtle and dynamic ways to implement formal choices that 

correspond to and support your material, medium, and theme.

+ Demonstrate thoughtfulness when planning your setting, clothing, lighting, 

background noise, props, artists gaze, cropping and camera angles.

+ Explore how you can communicate an idea, action, series of pauses or aspect of 

tension visually

+ Think about location, placement

+ Think about distance and proximity in your work (panoramic vs. extreme close-up) 

in addition to camera placement (on a tripod, on the floor, horizontal, vertical)

+ Think about camera movements (shaky, still, smooth, jerky)

+ Think about focus (blurry, distorted, filtered, fish-eye, clear)
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Review all the ways to create 
original imagery:

hand-drawn + flip-book + tablet-
drawn + stop-motion + animation +  
claymation + computer-aided + 
graphic + cell-phone app + digital 
camera + photoshop + website + 
erasure + puppetry + motion 
capture + cut-paper + cinemagraph 
+ rotoscope + zoetrope


Collaborative Teaching Team:                                             
Valerie Powell + Ron Hollingshead 
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+ In order to create a successful final video solution, you must shoot, examine, 
reshoot, rethink, revise and reshoot again. 


+ Engage in planning, shooting, reviewing, re-shooting, re-planning, and continually 
revising your idea. Be intensional about every aspect of the picture plane.


+ Demonstrate technical ability to shoot, upload, and share video.


Uploading your work:

You are expected to upload your final solution video to Youtube AND 
send the URL link to your instructor BY 8pm. 
Title your video your firstnamelastinitialp3. Example: RonHp3 


Do not use any other titles for your video, we want to view it with an open mind, 
without any conceptual title or clue. 

Any questions about uploading to Youtube check with your WASH Instructor or 
WASH Mentors. 


Evaluation:

Thoughtful focus on revealing your object through 

Operating within ALL of the parameters {60 seconds; no editing; one shot; no 
spoken language; you appear as the only body}

Professionalism {overall craft, technical filming choices+submitting video+uploading 
them to Youtube on time}

Overall Creativity {ambition+IDEA+narrative creativity}


Timeline:

The shooting, reshooting, revising and reshooting of this work will take place outside 
of class. Make sure that you pay attention not only to the parameters of this project, 
but also to the specific due dates and times for uploading. Please ask for help in 
ADVANCE regarding uploading a video; test things and make sure that your youtube 
account is not set on a privacy setting that will block us from viewing the video. Your 
video may show one second difference when uploaded, this happens and will not 
effect your grade as long as your original video is exactly 60 seconds. Allow yourself 
enough time for your uploading process. The email with the YouTube link must be 
time stamped 8pm or earlier.


Due dates:
M/W
Sunday 3/1/15 email youtube link by 8pm {labeled correctly}
Monday 3/2/15 all files turned in on jump drive
T/R
Monday 3/2/15 email youtube link by 8pm {labeled correctly}
Tuesday 3/3/15 all files turned in on jump drive
Explore creative resources + links@ shsuWASH.com
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